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Thierry Maillard pays 
tribute to the three 

founding fathers of French 
chanson, three poets, 

three universes, of which 
he explores the songs in 

his own way, in the 
sensitive intimacy of a 

piano solo record, 
nourished by classical 
reminiscence, charged 

with childhood memories, 
inspired by jazz freedom. 

Brel, Brassens, Ferré. We all know the famous picture by Jean-Pierre 

Leloir, who, on january 6, 1969, in a radio studio, immortalized those 

three “sacred monsters” gathered in front of François- René Cristiani’s 

microphone. A touching image, almost surreal, became the symbol of 

a time when singers were everyday’s poets, when their writings were 

anchored in everyone’s imagination, by close association of words 

and notes. This personality trio, strong heads and strong texts, marked 

generations; it continues to inspire musicians and lyrics writers, but 

rare are those who, in their productions, accessed so much intensity 

and emotion as those big three. Anchored deep inside us like intimate 

monuments, their songs are often – for many musicians they have 

nurtured, awoken, moved since childhood – much more familiar than 

jazz standards imported from Broadway. That is one of the reasons 

why, just before committing to an ambitious project with a large 

ensemble, Thierry Maillard wanted – in this very particular context of 

piano solo – to come back to those tunes that have accompanied him 

since long. Son of a great admirer of Georges Brassens, the pianist 

maintains with this repertoire a familiarity associated with his father 

figure, who he has involved in the preparation of this album, hearing 

out his advices. “Those singers, as far back as I can remember, I have 

always loved them, they have always touched me, he remembers. I 

know their lyrics by heart since always; They are inside me, they are a 

part of my life story. Undeniably, they are among my influences, in a 

more or less conscious manner.” 
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Being a jazzman at heart, Thierry Maillard contemplates the interpretation of songs by Georges Brassens, 

Jacques Brel and Léo Ferré with the freedom of an improviser. While he respects the melody, he redraws 

the colors, instilling in the heart of this clearly popular repertoire something of this harmonic science he 

developed over time, as a good Chick Corea or Bill Evans follower. He was also influenced by Bartok or 

Stravinski that colored his harmonic horizons, built his touch and gave depth to his phrasing. “I love 

harmonization, he reveals. I have asked myself how to pay tribute while also being personal. I wanted to 

make surprising things, that no one expects, while at the same time giving the idea that, musically, we are 

touching the timeless.” Under his fingers, songs transform, “classicize”, while inevitably calling upon the 

memory that everyone had, and the urge inspired by their original performer, passing as a watchful 

shadow. Immersing himself in the universe of each of them so as to reproduce all the emotional density, Thierry 

Maillard conceived and recorded the album as a series of paintings, interspersed with two personal pieces 

born into the heart of the improvisation work and that are, by their titles, as mirrors of this intimate artistic 

experience: “Alone” and “Les Trois Poètes” (the three poets). This return to his roots is also an opportunity 

for Thierry Maillard to add to his own keyboard the breath of the accordina, which nostalgic tone sends 

back to childhood and most particularly his own, since the first instrument he played was the accordion, of 

which the accordina is a hybrid resembling the harmonica. In two decades of carrier, since his very first 

album, recorded in New York in 1997 with no less than John Patitucci and Dennis Chambers, up until the 

ambitious scores untrusted to the Prague Philharmonic Orchestra, Thierry Maillard did not stop undertaking 

audacious musical projects, exploring composition as much as improvisation, middle sized ensembles as 

well as the pianist’s classical trio, carried by a frenzy of projects coming from his vivacious and varied 

inspiration. But among the numerous musical initiatives he undertook, odds are “Alone” will stay as one of 

the more touching and personal he implemented, in the solitude of the pianist facing himself. “Alone”, but 

not on his own, as his music brings back so much presence and memories. 

“My childhood was bathed in the music of these big three and the sound of accordion, having started my 

musical life with this instrument. It is thus only natural that this choice of songs imposed on me, as well as 

the wish to use the accordina on some of them. When arranging this rhetorical music for a simple piano, the 

challenge is clearly everywhere. A musically stimulating project, an album I am very proud of.” 
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